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The District’s Growing Investment Market
U n d e r w r i t i n g  S t a t e  a n d  L o c a l  G o v e r n m e n t  S e c u r i t i e s

A l m o s t  every program for raising the South’s income to the 
J \ .  national level points to the need for more capital invest
ment. The South needs capital to develop its natural resources, 
to build factories and provide working capital for them, to 
develop all types of large and small businesses and to mechan
ize and make necessary changes in its agricultural operations.

Often, it is not clearly understood that funds are also 
needed for the expansion of governmental facilities that in
crease productivity. The South needs more and better school 
buildings in which to train its children to become efficient 
workers. It needs roads and bridges over which the products 
of its farms and industries can be hauled and its people trans
ported. It needs water and sewer systems to serve its rapidly 
expanding rural and urban population. It needs hospitals to 
safeguard the health of its citizens.

These government facilities must be paid for out of taxes 
levied by the state and local governmental units. Conse
quently, it might be argued, securing long-term capital to 
build them should be no problem. A governmental body, how
ever, like many private businesses, does not always have 
funds available when needed. Sometimes, in a growing com
munity, immediate needs far outstrip existing resources, al
though economic growth may make a public improvement 
relatively easy to pay for in the future. Moreover, it is ex
ceedingly difficult to change tax rates so that they correspond 
to the irregular demands for funds.

For these and other reasons, state and local governments, 
like private businesses, must frequently finance capital invest
ments by borrowing. Last year the states, cities, counties, 
school districts, and other local units in Alabama, Florida, 
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee, which area 
is approximately that of the Sixth Federal Reserve District, 
borrowed over 300 million dollars, mostly to pay for public 
improvements. This sum, of course, does not measure the full 
amount spent for these purposes; the total was probably at 
least twice as great. Satisfying the capital needs of state and 
local governments thus constitutes an investment problem of 
considerable magnitude.

As recently as twenty-five years ago, the South’s financial 
resources ranked low, compared with those of the rest of the 
country. Much of the financing of its capital needs, therefore, 
came from outside the area. The result, according to some 
students, has been a scarcity of capital with which to ade
quately develop the South’s potentialities. Moreover, it is 
sometimes contended that capital secured from outside the 
area costs more than that which is available locally.

But, although this condition was true twenty-five years ago, 
have not conditions changed? It is easy to find ample evidence

that the region’s financial resources have grown in the last 
twenty-five years. In 1924, for example, total resources of all 
the banks in the six states, which are entirely or partially 
within the Sixth Federal Reserve District, amounted to about 
2.3 billion dollars. By last year the six state total had grown 
to 9.7 billion, over four times as great as the total for 1924. 
Although inflationary developments during World War II 
account for much of the growth, the six states’ banking re
sources grew at a greater-than-national rate. This growth is 
also characteristic of other parts of the South.

Bringing the Investor and Borrower Together
Adequate banking resources are essential for a local capital 
market, whether or not the capital is to be used for private 
or public purposes. Borrowing by state and local governments 
involves transferring funds from the hands of individual and 
institutional savers into the hands of those who can use them 
profitably. This function is performed by investment dealers 
or commercial banks acting as investment dealers.
THE INVESTMENT DEALER. An investment dealer is a middle
man between the borrower and the investor. Alone, or in con
junction with a syndicate of other investment dealers, he 
purchases the securities, often on the basis of competitive bid
ding, and resells them to the public. His profit comes from the 
spread between the buying and selling price. Although the 
term underwriting when strictly defined does not include the 
purchase and sale of securities, but only the guarantee of their 
sale, it is often used loosely to include both. For the sake of 
simplicity, the broader meaning is used in this discussion. 
REQUISITES FOR A LOCAL INVESTMENT MARKET. At least three 
conditions should be present before investment dealers can 
operate successfully. First, individuals and corporations must 
have accumulated savings which will provide a market for 
the securities the dealers buy. Indeed, before they bid for the 
privilege of selling the securities, many dealers have definite 
or fairly definite ideas as to customers for them.

A second requisite is sufficient capital or free access to 
bank credit. Although he is acting merely as a middleman, 
the dealer needs funds from time to time to carry his inven
tories just as ordinary retail merchants do. He also needs 
funds for the “good-faith” checks which he must put up when 
he bids. Moreover, he must be able to obtain the loans at 
relatively low rates. Otherwise, the expense would wipe out 
his small margin between the buying and selling price or he 
would be unable to compete with dealers financed from the 
large money centers. Although the credit may be required 
for short periods only, the sums required may be so large 
that they can only be provided by large banks.Digitized for FRASER 
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A third condition essential for successful operation is a 
sufficient volume of security issues to underwrite. Because 
profits on individual issues are relatively modest, the volume 
of securities handled must be fairly large.

Financing the capital needs of state and local governments 
is similar in many respects to supplying the capital needs of 
businesses. A study contrasting the underwriting of twenty- 
five years ago with that of the present period may, therefore, 
help answer the question, Is the South meeting a greater pro
portion of its capital needs out of its own resources?

The study is limited to the underwriting of the securities 
of the Sixth District states and their local governmental units. 
All issues about which information could be secured from 
published resources have been analyzed for the period 1923 
and 1924 and for 1948 and 1949. Two years have been com
bined in order to provide somewhat larger samples than would 
be obtainable from a single year’s experience.

Although 1,536 individual security issues of state and local 
governments have been included in the analysis, it may be 
well to emphasize that no absolute exactitude can be claimed 
for the results of the study. Information on some small issues 
never reaches even the financial press and data on others are 
scanty and in some cases unreliable. It is believed, however, 
that the information in an aggregate is such that certain broad 
generalizations are valid.

Underwriting Municipals Twenty-five Years Ago
In the early 1920’s, as well as in the present period, states 
and municipalities were carrying on heavy postwar programs 
of building roads and schools and making other public im
provements. The Sixth District states were no exception. The 
total amount borrowed in these states in 1923 and 1924 was 
small by present standards, 191 million dollars, but the num
ber of issues of “municipals,” as both state and local issues 
are called in the investment market, was somewhat greater 
than the number issued in 1948 and 1949. Small issues, those 
of less than one million dollars, accounted for approximately 
60 percent of the total dollar volume.
PREFERENCE FOR SMALLER ISSUES. Southern firms, including 
those located outside the District states, accounted for the 
exclusive underwriting of 45 percent of the total dollar vol
ume. Syndicates composed predominantly of southern firms, 
together with firms outside the South, accounted for 7 per
cent. Syndicates in which southern firms participated but

PURPOSE O F SIXTH DISTRICT STATE AND LO CA L  
GOVERNMENT BORROWING

B K A IN A G E  S T R E E T S ,  R O A D S ,
A N D  S E W E R S  A N D  B R ID G E S

1923-24 1948-49

The Sixth District states and their local governmental units issued securities 
amounting to 191 million dollars in 1923 and 1924, and to 544 million in 1948 
and 1949.

were not leaders underwrote another 11 percent. About 37 
percent of the total was underwritten exclusively by firms 
located outside the South. Commercial banks underwrote al
most a fifth of the total. In addition, several banks were active 
through their investment company affiliates, which were per
mitted by the banking laws at that time.

SIXTH DISTRICT STATE AND LO CA L GOVERNMENT ISSUES 
UNDERWRITTEN ENTIRELY OUTSIDE THE SOUTH, BY STATE

In 1923-24, 37 percent of the value of all issues in the Sixth District states was 
underwritten by investment dealers or banks located outside the South; in 1948-49 
the percentage was 12.

Sixth District dealers showed a decided preference for the 
smaller issues. They underwrote 82 percent of the value of 
issues of less than 100,000 dollars. They were also active 
in buying larger issues of up to a million dollars, which 
accounted for 70 percent of the total underwriting. Most of 
the larger issues, however, went to investment dealers or 
banks outside the South.
e f f e c t  OF l im it e d  RESOURCES. That financial resources were 
limited was the primary reason for the restriction on dealers’ 
operations. Limited financial resources may also explain why 
southern firms at that time did not participate in syndicates 
with other southern firms to handle the larger issues. Under
writing the smaller issues evidently exhausted their resources. 
With minor exceptions, when larger issues were underwritten, 
it was generally done entirely by non-southern firms.

Non-southern firms were actively competing in the under
writing of southern securities, both the large and small gov
ernmental units. Many mid-western firms had agents constantly 
on the road seeking opportunities to underwrite municipals. 
This practice prevailed especially in Florida. There, where 
cities were trying to keep up with the land boom, the propor
tion underwritten by non-southern firms exceeded that for 
any other District state. Only a fourth of the value of the 
issues was underwritten entirely by Florida firms.
COSTS TO THE BORROW ER. There is no conclusive evidence 
that the governmental bodies financing the requirements 
through non-southern firms obtained their money at a lower 
rate of interest on comparable issues. The median for issues 
underwritten by firms entirely outside the South was 5.44 
percent, despite the greater concentration of the non-southern 
firms in the longer maturities and larger issues, which, other 
things being equal, generally earned lower yields.

Present Practices in Underwriting
Once established, a pattern of underwriting tends to become 
self-perpetuating. Some dealers become known as specialists
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in the securities of certain cities, states, or counties. They have 
a background of knowledge with which to more easily ap
praise these borrowers’ securities and also they may even 
know possible buyers. When organizing a syndicate, the 
dealer tends to associate with dealers he has worked with 
before. Investors, on the other hand, often prefer securities 
of cities or states with which they are familiar because of 
previous investments.
RESEMBLANCE TO PREVIOUS PATTERN. It is, therefore, not sur
prising that the pattern of underwriting for the years 1948-49 
bears a close resemblance to the pattern of twenty-five years 
ago. In many cases, the same firms or their successors are 
now underwriting the securities of the same borrowers. In 
spite of the persistence of this historical pattern, however, 
certain developments point to an increased participation of 
the South in its own financing.
LESS UNDERWRITING EXCLUSIVELY BY NON-SOUTHERN FIRMS. T h e
major change in the pattern of underwriting is that a lesser 
proportion of the securities is underwritten exclusively by 
non-southern underwriters today; not that a larger propor
tion is underwritten exclusively by southern firms. The large 
issues still attract underwriters from outside the area. The 
difference is that underwriting them is no longer the exclu
sive prerogative of non-southern firms. In fact, in 1948-49, 
only 13 percent of the value of the total underwriting was 
done without the participation of southern banks or invest
ment dealers.
l o w e r  COSTS t o  s m a l l  b o r r o w e r s . Underwriting the small
est issues has now become almost exclusively a job for south
ern concerns. These firms increased their share of underwriting 
in each size classification of less than one million dollars. 
For example, in 1948-49 they underwrote 89 percent of the 
issues of less than 100,000 dollars, compared with 82 percent 
twenty-five years earlier. There is rather general agreement 
among the investment dealers and the bankers that a reduced 
cost of borrowing to the smaller communities has resulted. 
Twenty-five years ago, it was not uncommon for a small city 
to pay a differential of as much as one percent over the cost 
to the larger city. Such differentials are now infrequent.

It cannot be assumed in each case that securities are neces
sarily underwritten by dealers in the same area where they 
are absorbed by investors or vice versa. However, investment 
dealers base their bids upon their ability to market the securi
ties, and the proportion of securities underwritten in a region

SIXTH DISTRICT STATE AND LO CA L GOVERNMENT ISSUES
UNDERWRITTEN ENTIRELY IN THE SOUTH, BY SIZE O F ISSUE

P ER C EN T  OF TOTAL VALUE PERCENT OF TOTAL VALUE
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In 1948-49, so u th e r n  u n d e r w r it in g  a c c o u n t e d  fo r  a  l a r g e r  p o r t io n  o f  a l l  Issues of 
le s s  th a n  o n e  m ill io n  d o lla r s  th a n  in 1923-24.

is a fair indicator of the demand by investors in that region. 
GROWTH IN NUMBER OF in v e s t m e n t  d e a l e r s . The increase in 
southern underwriting is shown by the growth in the number 
of active investment dealers other than banks. According to 
the record of 1923 in the Sixth District states, only 27 firms 
were active underwriters of state and local government issues. 
Twenty-five years later the number had grown to 87. Invest
ment dealers were doing a larger proportion of the under
writing in 1948-49, compared with commercial banks, than 
they were in the earlier period. The Banking Acts of 1933 
and 1935 required member banks to divorce their investment 
affiliates and limited their underwriting activities to securities 
which were general obligations of the governmental bodies. 
On the other hand, there has been an increase in the joint 
underwriting by banks and investment dealers.
MARKET FOR SECURITIES. Who buys the securities from the 
dealers and commercial banks? No comprehensive statistical 
evidence is available, but it is impossible not to get the gen
eral impression that there is a substantial local demand for 
them. Because of their comparatively low yield, an average 
of about 2.5 percent in 1949, these securities do not appeal 
greatly to the individual investor of moderate means. But 
because they are tax exempt, they have special appeal to 
persons in the high income brackets. The securities also have 
certain tax attractions for corporations.
SOUTHERN PARTICIPATION IN JOINT UNDERWRITING WITH NON

SOUTHERN FIRMS, SIXTH DISTRICT STATE AND LO CA L  
GOVERNMENT ISSUES, BY SIZE O F ISSUE
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In r e c e n t  y e a r s , so u th e r n  u n d e r w r ite r s  h a v e  p a r t ic ip a t e d  m o r e  w ith  firm s o u t s id e  
t h e  S o u th  in th e  u n d e r w r it in g  o f  th e  la r g e r  is su e s  th a n  in 1923-24, w h en  m o s t  o f  
th e  la r g e r  is su e s  w e r e  u n d e r w r itte n  e n t ir e ly  o u t s id e  t h e  S o u th .

Securities are generally issued to mature at periodic inter
vals until final maturity. Because of a desire for liquidity, 
banks prefer near-term maturities. There is consequently a 
rather keen competition for these maturities and this competi
tion sometimes explains the organization of a syndicate by 
large banks who wish to add such securities to their portfolios.

Securities issued by special authorities or based upon the 
revenues of public utility operations usually yield a higher 
rate than general obligation bonds based upon the full faith 
and credit of a taxing unit. These revenue bonds have a spe
cial attraction for insurance companies, not only in the South 
but elsewhere, because of the higher yield. They are also bought 
by trust funds, pension funds, and institutional investors.

An example of the diversified demand can be found in 
the purchasers of a recent fairly large issue of a leading 
southern city. The near-term maturities were taken by a large 
New York bank heading the syndicate; some were bought
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STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SECURITY ISSUES, SIXTH DISTRICT STATES 
CLASSIFIED BY SIZE OF ISSUE AND LOCATION AND TYPE OF UNDERWRITER

(P ercen t o l D ollar Total)

Size of Issu e  (T housands o i D ollars)
Type an d  Location ox 

U n d erw rite r Less than  100 100- 250 250- 500 500 - 1,000 1,000 - 5,000 5,000- 10,000 O ver 10,000 All Sizes
1923-24 1948-49 1923-24 1948-49 1923-24 1948-49 1923-24 1948-49 1923-24 1948-49 1923-24 1948-49 1923-24 1948-49 1923-24 1948-49

Entirely southern 82 89 71 78 60 70 42 47 22 20 28 11 — — 45 27
Within stats of issue 65 69 56 64 42 51 31 34 14 7 28 11 — — 34 18

Commercial banks 29 20 24 8 21 4 17 3 8 1 _ — — — 15 2
Investment dealers 34 44 28 44 19 37 9 22 6 4 — — — — 14 11
Banks and dealers 2 5 4 12 2 10 5 9 — 2 28 11 — — 5 5

Other southern states 17 20 15 14 18 19 11 13 8 13 — — — 11 9
Within and outside

state of issue 1 7 2 7 1 8 1 11 8 2 — — — — 4 3
Out-of-state 16 13 13 7 17 11 10 2 — 11 — — — — 7 6

Predominantly southern* 1 — 3 3 7 10 1 7 9 13 14 — 8 — — 7 8
Predominantly non-

southern** # 2 2 4 1 4 8 29 6 48 72 81 — 100 11 52
Entirejy non-southern*** 17 9 24 15 32 16 43 15 59 18 — — — — 37 13

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
*Syndicates in which southern banks or dealers are the leaders, but including non-southern firms.

• ‘Syndicates in which non-southern banks or dealers are the leaders, but including southern firms. # L ess than one-half of one percent.
***Includes a few issues for which the location of the underwriter is unknown.
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta classification of information published in The Com m ercial an d  F inancia l C hron icle  and B ond B uyer for 1,536 issues 

underwritten in the years 1923, 1924, 1948, 1949.

by insurance companies; others by a pension fund; some by 
a trust fund; and others by a few investors with substantial 
incomes. Although the issues were underwritten by a syndi
cate headed by a New York bank, the greater part of the 
securities went to southern investors.

Continued Need for Additional Capital
Increased participation of southern firms in syndicates under
writing state and local government securities, an increased 
underwriting of small issues by southern investment dealers, 
and an increase in the number of investment dealers have all 
resulted from the growth in the South’s financial resources. 
However, it is inevitable that the question will be raised as to 
why all the underwriting has not been done by southern firms.

It is evident that lack of sufficient financial resources is 
still of prime importance. The investment dealers in one large 
southern city, for example, consider their area as a “million-

INFLUENCE O F SIZE O F ISSUE UPON PROPORTION O F TOTAL 
ISSUES O F SIXTH DISTRICT STATE AND LO CA L G O V

ERNMENTS UNDERWRITTEN IN THE SOUTH
Total Issues of Over $1,000,000 Issues Underwritten Entirely 

in the South

GEORGIA

LOUISIANA

MISSISSIPPI

SIX STATES

0  2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  0  2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  
P E R C E N T  OF T O T A L  V A LU E  P E R C E N T  O F  T O T A L  V A L U E

Because a greater proportion of the issues were large in 1948-49, southern under
writers accounted for a smaller proportion of the total issues than in 1923-24, 
despite increased underwriting of the smaller issues.

dollar market.” They must seek help elsewhere in underwrit
ing the larger issues. In other District cities the maximum 
may be larger or smaller, but there is a point beyond which 
neither the investment dealer’s own capital nor the bank credit 
available is sufficient to handle the issues. Moreover, there is 
a tendency to look for additional resources, not from other 
parts of the South but from the traditional capital markets.

Even within the Sixth District states, there is no central 
capital market for southern securities. With a few exceptions, 
most investment dealers limit their operations to their own 
and a few neighboring states. In general, New Orleans invest
ment dealers extend their operations beyond Louisiana into 
Mississippi and to a lesser degree into Texas. The Georgia 
investment dealers, in addition to operating in their own 
state, do some business in Alabama and to a lesser degree in 
Florida. More general southwide underwriting is done by a 
few Tennessee dealers. Dealers employ their funds in the 
areas with which they are most familiar and in which they 
can operate most efficiently. When dealers from different 
southern areas band together, they generally do it through 
a syndicate headed by a non-southern firm.

Prestige requires that a syndicate be headed by the firm 
with the greatest resources. Consequently, although some syn
dicates underwriting southern securities may have been or
ganized primarily by southern dealers, they are often headed 
by the northern firms whose resources are almost unlimited, 
compared with those of southern dealers.

Capital Needs Still Outstrip Supply
In an expanding economy like that of the South, there is 
always a greater need for capital investment than can be 
provided by the savings of its own people. Only when the 
South has reached economic maturity does it seem likely that 
it will be able to supply all its capital needs. The economic 
opportunities of the South inevitably attract capital, which 
in turn increases the South’s productivity. The greater par
ticipation of Southerners in underwriting state and local 
securities, however, indicates that with increased financial 
resources, the area can satisfy its capital needs on more 
favorable terms. Charles T. Taylor
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